
Kia Orana e te katoatoa. Teia te nuti no

Peperuare 2022. Welcome to the February

2022 edition of our newsletter. Here’s an

insight into some of the activities TIS rolled

out over Feb, as well as information on

how to trail out our new online

membership sign up system.

Update on Suwarrow Fundraiser
Meitaki ma’ata to everyone for all their kind and

generous support from far and wide. So far our RAT

‘Race Against Time’ campaign has raised $14,160

We hope to raise $50,000 by May 2022 to purchase

materials & charter Marumaru Atua traditional vaka

to voyage to Suwarrow to eradicate these kiore

once and for all.  We do have a fair way to go before

we reach our target, so please share the next

hyperlink with those contacts you think may help,

get our RAT campaign across the finish line

You can learn more about the project here.

Those wanting to support the campaign and are

based on Rarotonga, can opt to buy a TIS water

bottle with $5 off every purchase going towards the

campaign. Or you can choose either of our online

banking options to support directly.

Online banking options for those here and overseas

are as follows.

● For the Cook Islands: Bank of the Cook

Islands (BCI) Te Ipukarea Society Account:

82853 S15

● NZ: KiwiBank 389 020 0794187 00

● For international donations, we have a

crowdfunding page: Protecting a Little

Paradise

TIS finance Manager Mere on Motu Kena with a baby

Kotaa (Frigate bird)
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Wetlands - A natural filter for our
environment

Anne Tierney with the youth media team at Pa Ariki Palace nursery for

World Wetlands Day.

On Wednesday 2 February a number of young Cook

Islanders and trainee teachers from the Ministry of

Education took part in a learning by doing wetlands

awareness raising programme.

The programme which took place behind Pa Ariki’s

Palace was coordinated by the Muri Environment

Care group with the support of TIS, Brennan

Panzarella, Jo Holley and the Youth Media Team.

Activities were based around three themes; Plant

life, insect life and water quality. The Youth Media

Team, who were equipped with their recording gear

and energetic personalities were on hand to capture

all the action as well as sharing key messages.

Young researchers had heaps of fun chasing

dragonflies with nets and collecting samples of

plants, insects and water. Names of wetland plants,

through the help of Brennan Panzarella were

entered onto Cook Islands biodiversity and

Ethnobiology database (CIBED) page to identify their

scientific name, as well as gain a better

understanding about their specific function to that

environment and potential medicinal properties.

Youth Media Team raising awareness to our communities in the Cook

Islands on the importance of our wetlands.

CIBED was also used to identify the various types of

dragonflies found within the wetland. There was a

variety of different colours observed amongst those

dragonflies found, which helped differentiate species

apart.

Here is a quick snippet showing what our young

researchers got up to out on the field here.

Presented by the talented Youth Media Team

Maine Mura Meets Rarotonga

Titikaveka College and Papaaroa Adventist School were the first schools

to receive the Maine Mura Presentation on the capital.
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The year 9 and 10 young ladies of Papaaroa

Adventist School were the very first to receive the

awareness raising campaign on reusable feminine

hygiene products. For Rarotonga, TIS joined forces

with CIFWA Youth to combine both health and the

environment into one, providing an integrated

presentation that touches on topics that are

either very new to our young ladies or are either

too shy to talk about.

Rarotonga schools to be included in the campaign

include, Papaaroa, Te Uki ou (year 8+9), Tereora,

Nukutere and Titikaveka. Thanks to funding

through UNESCO Participation Programme,

Rarotonga students are lucky enough to trial some

of the reusable products for free.

Meitaki to CIFWA nurse Alexanna Thorp and

Leilani Vano for the collaboration and for sharing

your skills and knowledge in women’s health care.

Update of Seabed Exploration
Licenses

Shona Lynch and Prime Minister Mark Brown signing on behalf of

Cook Islands Cobolt.

This week we took advantage of the invitation to

the ceremony for the signing of the deep sea mining

exploratory licenses held at the Auditorium Dome

on Wednesday. We saw this as an opportunity for a

closer look at the various players involved, as well as

hearing what they had to say.

One of the things that have concerned us about the

seabed legislation that has been passed, is that the

Government has insisted on making themselves,

rather than the people, as the decision makers on

whether to allow commercial scale mining to

proceed or not. Despite our best efforts to retain

language in the reviewed Sea bed Minerals Act to

remain as “Public interest” (the Public is us, the

people), the government refused and changed the

language to “National Interest” meaning the

Government can decide according to what it thinks

is in the national interest.

Moana Minerals board members Des Eggleton and Brian Mason,

along with the Prime Minister, Seabed Commissioner Alex Herman,

Pastor Tutae Pere, Pastor Tiki Matapo, Sir Tom Masters, Garth

Henderson and Tou Travel Ariki.

Other areas of concern include how Marae Moana,

supposedly the world’s largest marine park, fits into

the decision making process for deep sea mining?

Well apparently, not at all. The Technical Advisory

Group and the Marae Moana Council, specifically

set up to provide guidance to the Marae Moana,

were not consulted once during the decision making

process for the exploration licenses for deep sea

mining.
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The Prime Minister in his speech referred to the

nodules as Golden Apples waiting to be harvested.

The question we should be asking is, “are these

nodules truly golden apples or are they actually

forbidden fruit, the mining of which will result in us

losing our Garden of Eden”?.

Rethink, Reduce, Refuse, Reuse

Youth Media Team and KaiGuy owners Ash and Mike Steele filming an

awareness raising ad.

Be on the lookout for two upcoming awareness

raising adverts coming soon to CITV and local social

media platforms. We are so grateful for the young

eco warriors (Youth Media Team) and Jo Holley for

volunteering their time to help us spread the word

on how we can all achieve simple yet effective

waste management outcomes.

From reducing plastic bottle waste by utilising the

19 free UV treated water refill stations around the

island, to reducing disposable waste at food vendors

by bringing your own containers.

Meitaki to the yummy popular food truck team Kai

Guy for supporting the ‘Bring, Your, Own’ campaign

and also featuring in the BYO awareness raising ad.

Check it out here.

Another big meitaki atupaka to the National

Environment Service, Infrastructure Cook Islands

and Cook Islands Tourism for coming on board to

sponsor production and air time costs for the ‘Refill

Utilisation Station TV Ad’.

Behind the scenes of the full team on set at Harley Streets free refill water

station .Thats a wrap!

Update on Privy Council Case on Purse
Seine Fishery

We were disappointed this week to learn that we were

not successful in our purse seine fishery case at the

Privy Council.  The Cook Islands Prime Minister was

interviewed on the Cook Islands Television news. He

made a number of incorrect statements related to the

case.  One in particular was his statement on Te

Ipukarea Society taking the Cook Islands people to

court.  This was a baseless statement given we were

representing over 4000 people who signed a

nationwide petition asking for Government to ban

purse seining.  We subsequently corrected his

statements with our own appearance on TV.  You can

see both these interviews here (fast forward to the 5

minute mark) and here.
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However, we remain boosted by knowing we did get an

important victory at the Cook Islands Court of Appeal.

It may be time to no longer use the Privy Council as the

highest court in the Cook Islands. Elsewhere it has

been described as “ a relic of the colonial past” which

“should no longer decide the nation’s most important

juridical issues” (Rediker 2013, Courts of Appeal and

Colonialism).

The classic ‘WTF’ slogan of the 2015 anti purse seine fishing protest march.

28 Day Crushed Glass Concrete Test
Results

Promoting the use of crushed glass for construction

purposes is a key mission TIS has set out for 2022.

Thanks to the support of the Slab Airport concrete

team, TIS was able to run a strength  test for crushed

glass being used in concrete.

The study involved making Nine moulds, three moulds

for strength tests to be carried out on day 4, day 7 and

day 28 after mixing. Each of the three moulds tested

for each day had different ratio mixes cement,

aggregate and sand or glass. The first would replace

all the glass with sand, the second was 50 % glass and

50 % sand and the third was 100 % sand.

To a concrete amateur it was interesting to learn that,

concrete when left to set, strengthens with time,

hence the 28 days required to complete the test.

Final results demonstrated as expected, 100% sand

had the strongest MPa across all three days tested.

And to our surprise the 100% crushed glass mix

increased more than 10 MPa over 24 days reaching

18.4 MPa, Much stronger than the 50% glass mix

which ended on 10.01 MPa after 28 days.  Of

course, with only one sample in each category, this

cannot be described as a satisfactory sample size to

deduce a result, but it is a good basis for further

more scientifically rigorous tests.

The study has posed some new ideas moving

forward on ways to come up with a magic formula

that produces strong concrete using crushed glass.

Future studies include, changing the texture of the

crushed glass to a more coarser product. The

crushed glass that was used from our landfill is

currently very fine, which could have decreased the

binding properties. Currently, crushed glass is being

repurposed by builders in Atiu. They use the

crushed glass as a fill inside concrete blocks as well

as making kitchen benches. Apii Enuamanu in Atiu is

also being taught how to repurpose the crushed

glass in concrete mixes by teacher Bob Gore from

CITTI. Gore’s students have made crushed glass

concrete pathways and a crushed glass concrete

base for the school water tanks.

Ata Herman, concrete engineer showing the results after 28 days.
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Renew or become a new member of
Te Ipukarea Society

Four of our nine Gold Corporate members of TIS for 2021-22. Pacific

Resort, CITC, Motu, Capital Security Bank Limited (top left to right)

It's that time of the year again, where TIS membership

fees are due.

This year we have spruced up our systems a bit, with

the option to renew your membership via our

webpage Join or Donate (tiscookislands.org)

Corporate, individual and family membership fees

can now be done online by filling out your details on

the hyperlink above, which also then has instructions

on how best to proceed with online payment based

on where you currently reside.

We hope you enjoyed reading our

newsletter.  Meitaki e kia manuia from

all of us at Te Ipukarea Society.

Want to stay up to date with the

work we are doing??

SCAN

&

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM
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